" Of course, of course. And your uncle — quite reconciled, is he ? "
" Yes.   At least, he's not grumbling any more."
** Well, now that you are here, we might as well take advantage of the fact to pay a visit to the boulevard du Palais. What time is it ? Here, get my watch out of my pocket for me. My hands are too dirty. Ten past eleven, We have plenty of time. You can come and have a bite with me afterwards."
Wazemmes's eyes shone. Meals in restaurants already! A boss who wasn't tight-fisted, and adopted you from the start as his comrade in a free, spacious way of living !
Haverkamp opened the door of a narrow kitchen, obviously long unused and as black as night. He washed his hands under the tap in the sink.
" You'll see that things look rather better in this other place of mine. I haven't got it properly settled yet. They only gave me the keys a week ago. But I expect to be able to move in to-morrow. What day is this ? The 12th, eh ? Monday, the i2th. So to-morrow will be the i3th....
" I'm not particularly superstitious ; but it might be rather too much of a good thing to make a start on the i3th in a business which may mean the beginning of quite a new life for me. So far as my own experience goes, I've never found that thirteen means anything in particular, either one way or the other. I've had backers to whom thirteen brought good luck, or, on the contrary, bad luck, without any question about it. If I make a start on the morning of the 14th, I shall have lots of time to be finished by midday on the 15th. You'll have to help me. That's all there is about it, Come along! "
" Don't you think anybody is likely to come while you are out?"
" No. Anyway, that fellow Paul will be here at aay moment. I'll leave the key with the concierge for him.. At least, he said he would come ; but he is much less obliging than he used to be, now that he knows we are going to part

